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VIDEO
Global news coverage with a different angle

AFP (Sameer al-Doumy - Nicolas Asfouri - Marco Longari - Wang Zhao - Bülent Kiliç - Frederic J. Brown - Christophe Simon - Arun Sankar - John Wessels - Alain Jocard) / AFP-SERVICES (Yasuyoshi Chiba).

151
countries

Intended for all screens and platforms (TV, web sites, mobile, digital SIGNAGE...),
AFPTV offers worldwide coverage 24/7, tailored to your needs

VIDEO

GLOBAL NEWS COVERAGE
in HD video

All the news from around the world, 24/7
Politics, conflicts, economy, sport, business, lifestyle, offbeat,
environment, technology, entertainment and more thanks to
AFP’s global network.

World-renown image quality, scripts and
storytelling
AFPTV’s award-winning video coverage is recognised by its
clients for its outstanding quality and daily ease of use.

An exhaustive video service in all formats,
for all uses and all screens
From raw footage to voiced ready-to-publish reports, subtitled
videos and live feeds, AFPTV provides all the necessary formats
for you to offer a unique video experience on any device.

Available in
6 languages
English, French,
Spanish, Portuguese,
German, Arabic
ADAPTED TO ALL USES
Newsroom-ready format
Ready-to-publish
Live feeds
SUBSCRIPTION
Full wire
Packages
Per unit
DELIVERY
Satellite
FTP
Download platform:

afpforum.com

100 000
Videos available
per year

aFPTV Newsrooms

AFPTV Live

AFPTV sports

AFPTV DIGITAL

AFRICA weekly

AFPTV partners

Editable raw images,
exclusive voiced reports and
stock footage

Original live coverage and
the most relevant
institutional feeds

From press conferences and
trainings to interviews and
original features

Short videos with subtitles,
ready-to-publish
on all screens

10-minute weekly program:
top news and our best
features from Africa

Prestigious partners:
Ina, Getty Images,
Paris Modes, SID

On-demand video

Consulting, pre-production,
filming, editing, transmission
and delivery

